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About This Game

The Stanley Parable is a first person exploration game. You will play as Stanley, and you will not play as Stanley. You will
follow a story, you will not follow a story. You will have a choice, you will have no choice. The game will end, the game will

never end. Contradiction follows contradiction, the rules of how games should work are broken, then broken again. This world
was not made for you to understand.

But as you explore, slowly, meaning begins to arise, the paradoxes might start to make sense, perhaps you are powerful after all.
The game is not here to fight you; it is inviting you to dance.

Based on the award-winning 2011 Source mod of the same name, The Stanley Parable returns with new content, new ideas, a
fresh coat of visual paint, and the stunning voicework of Kevan Brighting. For a more complete and in-depth understanding of

what The Stanley Parable is, please try out the free demo.
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Game freaking sucks thank god i did not buy it only wasted 450 points off Tremmorgames.com. This is positive review..
Recommend for a pass time. In my opinion, boring and monotonous, the graphics are so-so, albeit free, but I most likely will
delete!. The worst part about this game is that it has a lot of potential but doesn't live up to it. You start out knowing nothing. It
tells you to move with the arrow keys and that's it. Awesome! So I go exploring and see little foreign cubes and pyramids and
wormy things. Awesome! I approach one and see four little stats or something appear above it, with little symbols by each stats.
I don't know what those mean, but great! More mystery! Some of the little cubes speak a different language. I find out I can
collect little foreign sentences, which will help me decode the language. Great concept! I wanted to find all the sentences!

But then I found a coin. Great! What's this do? I see a menu appear on the right of the screen. 1\/100 next to a coin picture...
Oh. Well. That's a lot of coins. What do they do? Then I find a relic. 1\/250 or some high number like that. What?? A gem:
1\/75. What is this? I don't care about any of that. But that's the majority of the game. Explore new areas (they all look the
same: grey until you get there and add color) and collect useless stuff. I never could understand the foreign cubes (the translation
tool was crap; a programmer needs to sit down for a week and make the interface more usable). I never figured out what the
stats were all about. And how could I with all the fluff in between me and the riddles' answers?. I have never seen such a simple
game not include a much simpler idea of a ♥♥♥♥ing exit button? seriously? you couldn't take 5 seconds to add a ♥♥♥♥ing
exit text to cancel the process? stupidity at its best.. I was sent a code for this game from wgn, and am glad I did not buy this
when I first saw it on sale. The concept is somewhat decent, however in the state the game is right now it should not be for sale.

 I haven't even played a match yet, and can already say the menu is giving me a headache with bold font and ant sized weapon
pictures. The controls menu dosen't even load, and I had to launch the .exe from the game directory because steam tells me the
game is not installed right after downloading.

 As I have two keys spare from wgn, I will give them to my friends who have this wishlisted to ensure they do not waste money
on this game.. Wonderfully simple, deceptively difficult. Learning curve is non existent but the game is difficult to master.
Great if you're bored on a weekend afternoon.. Of the 3 Star Wolves games, this one actually plays the best and looks the best.
Even so, I still find it cumbersome. Bad tutorial, bad combat, etc.
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Best Cardinal Quest so far, in my opinion :). For 2,99 \u20ac this indie game is good (waiting for next two episodes).
I was not expecting anything special so I was pleasently suprised how the storyline and melancholic music kept me playing the
game.

. The formations are a lot of fun to use around.. While this may seem like some old-fashioned car bumping game, it packs a lot
of giggles when you play it.. Manic air traffic game, and thats what it is, a game.

If you are looking for real air traffic controlling then this is not for you as its not very realistic.

That said, for a session of manic madness with planes coming at you like bullets this game is a laugh!. Buy it. Definitely worth
your dollar. (or, in my case, totally worth my eighty-four cents.) Only issue I've had with it so far is that the bosses are
reaaaaaally hard to beat. Or I just suck at these kind of games. Yeah, it's probably that.. Jump into words, the game

10\/10 goty. Cute short game, has checkpoints and enemies that won't stay there after your death.
Removing the anger inducing elements and leaving only the platform difficulty.

In otherwords....
A smooth, platform game and a calming experience for me.

A nice game for a short time to pass by.

18 minutes for me. :3
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